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From the Editor – Graham Whittington
Thanks to everyone who sent in articles, photos, comments and queries for this
edition of the newsletter and for inclusion in future editions. Please keep them
coming. Articles from ‘first-time’ contributors are particularly welcome – book
reviews, visit or interest reports, etc. Things you take for granted may not be known
to other members but will be of interest to them.
The next edition will be published in October 2020 – copy needed by 14th
September. Please send copy, electronically if possible as a WORD document, to
graham.whittington@hotmail.co.uk – contact me for my address if you need to
send your copy in paper form. The contributor should ensure that any copyrighted
material has permission for use and that the original owner is attributed.
Views expressed in articles are not necessarily those of the editor!
THE ORDNANCE DOWNLOADS
Trevor Parker has been busy during lockdown and the Ordnance Download page now
offers a wide range of ordnance related items including books, manuals, articles,
photos, drawings and odd extracts and snippets. The aim is to provide items of both
general as well as specific interest to the widest number of our members and other
ordnance researchers and enthusiasts. For research purposes downloaded files can be
used and shared freely without permission, though attribution to The Ordnance Society
is requested. It is unlawful to use any downloaded files for commercial purposes,
without first obtaining the written permission of The Ordnance Society. Note that some
files are attributable to other organisations, where stated.
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From Rob Morgan
The 2B Vasilek Automatic Mortar
I was reading through one of the recent wargames journals earlier, and came upon
this 1960's Soviet 82mm mortar. It was described as a highly innovative weapon. It
could, it seems be loaded by muzzle as an ordinary mortar, but was normally
used 'breech loaded using a clip of four rounds'. These four rounds could be
discharged in two seconds! A very rapid burst of fire and a greater quantity of
explosive landing on target in a very short time. This type of automatic mortar
seems rather unusual, maybe unique, and apparently in 1983 an improved version
the 2BM Vasilek entered service and remains in use with the Russian Army today.
Anyone have any further information on this mortar? Its dimensions and layout
would be most useful.
Sadly the note had no illustration.

Editor’s Note:
No photo could be found of the original 2B Vasilek but below is a photo of the 2BM9
upgrade, on low elevation.
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Still more on the 3.7AA Gun
From Charles Trollope
I see that the 3.7 AA gun has raised its head again as an anti-tank gun. I thought
we had buried it for all time. My father was responsible for opening, after capture,
the North African Ports from Tobruk to Tripoli and on as far as Bari in Italy. There were
never enough mobile 3.7s to go round, but what there were, were put to proper use
and not wasted shooting at tanks. It was difficult enough to open the ports after
they had been trashed by the RAF and then by the Germans, but the 3.7 AA box of
72 guns at Tripoli made it possible. Rommel lost in North Africa due to lack of
stores. Montgomery won because his stores were delivered. Not one bomb was
dropped on Tripoli after capture.
I have attached a couple of bits. One answers Rob Morgan’s question and the
other is an article I wrote in reply to Allan Machin’s piece in OSNL 98.
3.7AA Gun
Rob Morgan asks why the 3.7 was not used or trialled in an AFV. The answer is that
the gun is too heavy, too large and was not needed. It was trialled on a Canadian
Ram chassis but went no further.
The 17 Pounder was mounted in both the Sherman Firefly and the Archer, just, and
this gun could knock out all German tanks with a frontal shot. The only tank it could
not knock out with a head on shot was the Russian JS3. While preparing for Suez as
one of a group of anti-tank officers, we had to convert to the 17 Pounder and we
asked the question as to how we dealt with the JS3 head on. The answer from the
boffins was that if we could land a second shot within 18 inches of the first within 15
seconds, we would get penetration through the hot frontal armour. Easy!
Allan Machin’s piece from OSNL98 and 99 is excellent except he mixes up the 6
Pounder with the 2 Pounder, which was out-classed. My piece published in OSNL
100 follows.

A Comment or Two on the Allan Machin article in Newsletter 98
Allan Machin’s piece is fascinating and of great interest but it includes a couple of
minor errors that need commenting on. The anti-tank gun that was found wanting
in the desert was the 2 Pounder not the 6 Pounder. The 2 Pounder was the only
anti-tank gun on issue to the Eighth Army when the Africa Korps arrived in February
1941.
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The 6 Pounder only arrived in any quantity in the late spring of 1942 and a very
nasty surprise for the Africa Korps it turned out to be. At the First Battle of Alamein
one battery of 6 Pounders knocked out twenty four tanks and six armoured cars. Six
months later, at the Snipe action during the Second Battle of Alamein, nineteen 6
Pounders knocked out seventy tanks and self-propelled guns for the loss of ten
guns. Rommel’s final assault on the Eighth Army at the Battle of Medenine became
an exclusive contest between his three Panzer Divisions, containing one hundred
and forty tanks, and the 6 Pounders of three divisions of the Eighth Army. All attacks
were beaten off and the 6 Pounders accounted for forty five tanks.
The 6 Pounder remained the infantry’s anti-tank gun until well after the end of the
war. The introduction of APDS ammunition for D Day doubled the penetration of
the shot to 5.6 inches at 1000 yards. That is enough to frighten a Tiger!
The second problem with Allan’s piece is his statement that the 3.7 inch gun was
used in an anti-tank role in the desert. It was not.
Both the Africa Korps and the Eighth Army had the option of diminishing their AA
protection of vital sites by diverting guns to provide an improved anti-tank defence
and risking the consequences. Rommel chose to use some of his 88s in the antitank role resulting in his airfields being damaged, his stores diminished and his ports
trashed. When Tripoli was captured the port was found to be nearly choked with
sunken ships.
Montgomery chose to use his 3.7s entirely for the protection of airfields, stores, workshops and ports. A good example of this policy is Tripoli where the port, after
capture, was protected by seventy two 3.7s firing a box barrage. No ships were hit
or sunk during the rest of the campaign allowing 3500+ tons of stores to be
unloaded per day without interruption. The RAF came to dominate the air from
safe airfields while the Luftwaffe had lost many planes in the ground through lack of
protection.
Those making the decision not to use the 3.7 inch in the anti-tank role were
probably also influenced by the fact that the Mk3 wartime production gun was not
provided with optical sight, the gun-layer faced the rear and also because a stock
of obsolescent 3 inch 20 Cwt AA guns were already on stand-by for the anti-tank
role in case of need in the Canal Zone. While not a match in fire-power with the 88,
they had the muzzle velocity, weight of shot and penetration needed to take out
any of Rommel’s tanks.
I look forward to Part II and III of Allan’s article.
Charles Trollope April 2012
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From Colonel John Wilson - formerly Editor British Army Review - 2002 -2011
I am a gunner and happened to come across your newsletter with the debate
about the 3.7” HAA gun. I think you should give the last word to Bidwell and
Graham. In their book “Firepower” they give a succinct and final answer. They were
both distinguished gunners from the Second War in Italy and N Africa and were also
fine military historians.
"There was much argument at the time, and since, over the refusal to use the
British 3.7-inch (95-mm) heavy anti-aircraft gun in the same way as the Germans
used the 88-mm FLAK. Although to a non-artillery eye it looked very similar to the 88mm FLAK it was in fact a much heavier gun altogether, depended on a
more sophisticated fire-control system and was without a telescopic sight, but
these technical disadvantages could have been overcome. The real reason for
retaining it for its proper role was that the outcome of the Desert War depended on
the winning of air control by the Royal Air Force. This required that its fighters should
be freed as far as possible from the close defence of the base installations, vital to
all three services and the airfields. Air defence was based on a combination of guns
and aircraft, so clearly any reduction in the number of guns would require an
increase in the number of fighter aircraft reserved for a purely defensive role. It
was a question of priorities. The number of guns required to make a significant
impact would have been two regiments, or forty-eight, plus perhaps 50 per cent
reserve, as casualties in gun versus tank engagements were always heavy. These
two units would have required complete retraining and reorientation, for the
two types of work require different patterns of deployment, different attitudes,
perhaps even different commanding officers, for one demands initiative and
decentralisation; the other centralisation, the strictest fire-discipline imposed from
the operations room and meticulous accuracy. In any case, even if the guns had
been made available it is doubtful if the desert commanders would have used
them correctly, in view of the hash they made of the employment of all their
other artillery.
As it happens, there was an alternative solution. The arrival in service of the 3.7-inch
heavy anti-aircraft gun made the 3-inch 30-cwt medium anti-aircraft gun, with its
excellent anti-tank potential, redundant. A conversion was put in hand, in England,
the plan being to fit fifty 3-inch pieces on Churchill tank chassis to provide a selfpropelled model, and fifty on field carriages. Unfortunately progress was so slow
that it was overtaken by the production of the 17-pounders and the project
abandoned. It would have been better to have shipped as many unmodified guns
as possible on their wheeled anti-aircraft mountings out to Egypt. They would have
been no more vulnerable than the un-modified German 'eighty-eights', or the British
2-pounders, which were habitually fired over the tail-boards of their 'portee' trucks.”
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From Lt Col R S Clayton - RA Historical Society Secretary
I read with interest John Wilson’s extract from Firepower by Bidwell and Graham and his
comments on the reasons that British 3.7 in HAA guns were not used in the anti-tank role
in North Africa in 1942. The guns were used in a several roles from 1943 onwards.
During the Italian campaign, the 3.7 in guns were used from time to time in the indirect
fire role against ground targets in support of infantry and armour. For example The RA
Commemoration Book 1939/45 (RACB) records:
Pg 297. “In September [1943] 56th Division took Battiplagia [inland from the Salerno
beaches]. In holding and breaking up the German attacks, the field gunners were
enormously helped by thirty six 3.7 in HAA guns of 12 AA Brigade, which were called
in to assist the 25 Pdrs and shot with remarkable efficiency despite lack of
experience in this role. (The use of HAA for ground shooting later, of course,
became a feature of many fire plans when opportunity offered and the air situation
allowed)”.
Pg 291: “During the hard winter months of 1944-45…..12 AA Bde ……was under
army control but could be used, if suitably placed, for ground shooting, at which
they had considerable experience.”
The D Day planners were concerned about the German air threat to the invasion
forces and provided a strong anti-aircraft capability at divisional, corps and army level
in the D Day Orbat. However it was clear after the invasion that the air threat was
declining and that the anti-aircraft capability had been over-provided. The limited pool
of British manpower also became an increasing issue during the campaign in North
West Europe. These two factors meant that some of the LAA and HAA regiments were
converted to infantry and secondly that some of the 3.7 in guns were used in the
indirect fire role in support of infantry and armour. The anti-tank capability was also
over-provided in 21st Army Group, so the 3.7 in gun was seldom used in this role.
This change in role of the 3.7 in gun started as early as D Day. The RACB states (Pg 516)
that: “Elements of 76 AA Brigade were kept busy at times in roles other than their
primary one of AA defence. The most southerly HAA guns fired in the ground role in
support of XXX Corps.”
We also have Allan Machin’s account in the Ordnance Society newsletters in which he
describes 3.7 in gun anti-tank and ground actions in Normandy, during Market Garden
and across NW Europe. He says his battery was only used in the AA defence role three
times. Their principal use was as field artillery and occasionally as anti-tank guns. Radar
airburst fuzes seem to have been particularly valued against infantry in the open.
There is also a report in the RACB that the 3.7 in guns were used as coastal artillery in
Walcheren in late 1944.
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From Graham Whittington – Book Review
On the Eastern Front – Werner Riess (Edited by Warren Riess)
ISBN – 978-0-9713438-1-8
Available through Amazon.co.uk in hardback, paperback and kindle versions.
On the Eastern Front combines Sgt Werner
Riess’s personal memoir, diary and letters,
and historical details from the editor to give
a fascinating insight into his experiences of
fighting the Russians during the early years
of WW1. The book has been skilfully edited
by his grandson, Warren Riess – Research
Associate Professor of History, Emeritus
University of Maine.
In 1914 Werner Riess was a corporal in the
army active reserves and was sent to the
Eastern Front. He fought with a newly
created
field
artillery
battery,
was
promoted to cavalry sergeant and was
rewarded with the Iron Cross for bravery.
His memoir was written in 1915 while he was
recovering from surgery at a military
hospital in Wiesbaden.
I found the memoir a fascinating read on many levels and found it difficult to put
down. The diaries and letters lose nothing in translation from their original German
and the addition of useful maps and well-researched relevant history by the Editor
means that book can be enjoyed by readers without much knowledge of the First
World War. The extracts from the letters between Werner and his wife are poignant
and show the emotional costs of wartime to relationships.
This is a very personal view of a single soldier balanced by the editor’s overview to
place it in context in the campaign. The use of different fonts was helpful with the
shifts of perspectives between memoir, letters and the history of the campaign. This
printed version also includes a scan of Werner Riess’s original memoir in German.
Five stars
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From Trevor Parker
Aiming Rifles and Sub-Calibre Guns
There are not many ‘aiming rifles’ or ‘sub-calibre guns’ in military museums and little
information is readily available, so I thought I would try to rectify this.
The aiming rifle device was introduced in 1893 for large calibre Naval guns and
consisted of a 1” calibre gun, which was inserted into the barrel of the large calibre
Naval gun using special supports, and ammunition based on the Nordenfeldt 1”
machine-gun. This gun used similar brass cartridge cases, but with a primer
designed for both electric and percussion, or percussion only firing; and the steel
brass enclosed bullet was replaced with one made of lead and antimony.
The purpose of the aiming rifle was to train gun crews in the laying/aiming of the
gun without loading and firing of the standard ammunition and wear of the gun
barrel. The wear of gun barrels was very important and the number of ‘equivalent
full charge’ firings was recorded so that the re-sleeving of the gun barrel could be
planned for.
The pages from the ‘Gunnery Drill Book for His Majesty’s Fleet (Book II) (Instructions
for Hand-worked Mountings) 1918’ below, show the two different systems for QF
and Breech-loading guns and also describe the fitting of the Aiming Rifle and its
ammunition.
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An interesting quote below describes the procedure after using an Aiming Rifle:
From Instructions for Ordnance Artificers for the Use of His Majesty's Fleet, 1921
"After using Aiming Rifles”.
After an aiming rifle has been used in a gun, the bore of the latter will, as soon as
possible after the aiming rifle practice, and before Service ammunition is fired from
the gun, be thoroughly cleaned, so as to remove any residue which may have
formed therein.
Such residue will usually be found in a broad ring round the bore of the gun in front
of the position of the muzzle of the aiming rifle when the latter is in place; and if left
for any considerable time may become exceedingly hard and difficult to remove. It
is in fact quite enough to cause the premature explosion of a shell in the gun. "
In WW1 there appear to have been aiming rifles of 0.303”, 0.45” and 1” calibres.
Plates and photographs of the 1” machine-gun and aiming rifle rounds are below:
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Aiming rifles continued in use until into WW2, although larger calibres were
introduced and called ‘Sub-calibre Guns’. The end of a 2-pr Sub-calibre gun is
shown below, together with the ammunition case. The gun is stamped with the
following: - “GUN SUB-CAL 2 PR L.A. 1.” “Q.F. 4.5 I & III” “V. A. N. 1940”

The 2Pr MkI Naval case has a very faint stamp of “22.8.16” and was made by
M.D.Co. (Metal Drawing Co, St Catherines, Ontario, Canada). This S/Cal case was
CUT-DOWN and re-stamped with “1930.N.RL I.” and “2Pr SUB-CAL. H.A. Mks II & III
GUNS”.
The 2-pr sub-calibre gun was photographed some years ago at Priddy’s Hard (now
the ‘Explosion’ Museum of Naval Firepower).
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From Rob Morgan
A Re-Enactor
An old friend of mine, who did living history with a
group of Spanish Civil War enthusiasts, sent me a
pile of photos of re-enactors he met at a Yorkshire
venue during an event.
This man represents a Royal Marine obviously, and
is in c1970's kit, and draped with spare belts for the
section GPMG, presumably? I can recognise the
F1 SLR rifle, it served for many years with the British
army, but what's the sight? I found a comparable
‘night-sight in an article on German infra-red
developments at the end of WWII, and they were
described as being very heavy.
Anyone know any more about this device? Is it in
period for the weapon and re-enactor? I assume
it is.
A Holiday Photo from Normandy
I think I took this shot in 2015,
and came upon it tucked into
an article I wrote then for a
now
defunct
wargame
magazine.
As there are unlikely to be
many ‘holiday snaps' taken by
any of us this summer, I
thought I'd send it in.

The gun is mounted on the harbour wall at Courselles-sur-Mer in Calvados, on the
western flank of ‘JUNO' Beach. It's a 50mm KWK 39 L/60 (I think) and was one of the
guns taken out by the Canadians when they stormed the port on D Day. I don't think
I actually took a photo of the breech, or behind the shield, but the gun certainly took
a few solid hits. As usual, someone will know far more about the weapon!
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From Geoff Smith
Strength of Early Gunpowder
The strength of early gunpowder formulations has long been a subject of debate and
some ad-hoc experiments have been carried out. Laying aside a precise meaning of
the term ‘strength’ in this context, a more systematic approach is welcome. Saltpetre is
the sole supplier of the gasses generated but these are released by reaction with a
fuel, a variable mix of charcoal and sulphur.
A significant contribution to the discussion was made by Ulrich Bretscher and published
on the web as ‘Ulrich Bretscher's Black Powder Page’. Unfortunately this page has been
removed from the web and is only available as an archive copy. I reproduce the
relevant portion here partly to ensure that it is not lost from the record.
Bretscher gives details of his experimental method which is difficult to fault. Basing each
mix on 100 parts (by Wt.) of potassium nitrate he prepared a range of powders varying
only in their charcoal/sulphur ratio. Each was fired from a P56 Enfield and
chronographed for velocity. An average of several shots for each mix was converted
to energy (½ mv2) and plotted in Joules per gram of powder as shown.

The results demonstrate clearly that although the accepted optimum ratio 75:15:10 is
the best obtainable, a modest deviation makes little difference and usable energy is
generated well away from that norm. The experiment was carried out under
standardised conditions and performance in a gun would be subject to variables such
as grain size, ramming etc.
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From Rob Morgan
Query - Harmonica?
The new catalogue from “Hermann Historica” auction house in Munich contains, as
usual something intriguing. I’m not referring to the opportunity to buy the collar
worn by Bismarck’s pet dog (8,000 euros), but a type of pistol I’ve never
encountered before.
For just over half the
price of the dog
collar
there’s
Lot
3299...a Lefaucheux
‘Harmonica’
Pistol,
made by Jarre & Co
of Paris, and from the
photograph of this
remarkable pistol, it
has an eight round
magazine, fitted as a
strip-feed, firing right
to left by a visible
hammer. Calibre and
weight are not given
nor any other information.

Jarre and Co 6-barrel Harmonica Pistol

The idea of a strip-feed for guns, machine guns that is, is not unknown, Hotchkiss
machine guns like the mle 1909, and the Italian Breda modello 37 both had
complex and what are usually described as rather unsatisfactory strip- feeds.
The Japanese Type 3 ‘TAISHO’ similarly; but this gun was developed from the
original Hotchkiss design. These guns saw action throughout both wars, and
beyond, but the weapon to be auctioned is a pistol, a personal weapon, not one
manned by a crew.
The strip-feed tray, hence the name ‘Harmonica’ obviously, is as wide as the gunbarrel is long. Presumably the weapon could not be holstered or put away without
the magazine being removed, and so carrying the gun, and drawing and loading it
would be at least a two-stage operation.
Was this a prototype? Or was it manufactured and sold? It would be very hard to
think of any military force or indeed police force selecting a pistol like this.
Does anyone know more about the ‘Harmonica’?
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THE ORDNANCE SOCIETY
MINUTES OF THE BOARD MEETING HELD ON SUNDAY 3rd MAY

The meeting commenced at 10.05, using video conferencing kindly arranged by
Graham Whittington.
Present: Trevor Parker [chair], Nick Hall, Graham Whittington, Neil Grant, Ian
McKenzie, Alistair Fyfe, Geoff Smith.
1. Apologies for absence. Nick Reed, who had provided a paper for the Board.
[He was running a NAS course].
2. The Minutes of the Board meeting of 2 February 2020 were accepted;
proposed TP, seconded IM.
3. Matters arising. None.
4. Chairman’s Report
Latest Newsletter was put on website as usual, but unable to get it printed
and posted; same will probably happen with next one.
Sent some spare ‘recent’ Newsletters and Journals as agreed to IM.
Alastair Fyfe had been invited to become a co-opted Board member; TP was
very pleased that he accepted and he was welcomed by all present.
TP thanked him profusely for his fine work on indexing the OS Newsletter.
Contents were now complete (apart from a few re-scans still awaited from
Matt Perring). This would replace the present ‘Index of Newsletters’ and had
been checked, tidied-up and produced with the most recent Newsletter at
the top of the list.
A number of more recent Newsletters has been made password-free.
TP had set up a new webpage ‘Ordnance Downloads’, using a wide-ranging
mixture of articles, drawings and pictures. All agreed that this was excellent;
IM remarked that he had received an appreciative comment from member
Greg Scott in Australia. Members were sending increasing numbers of items;
TP was still working on layout. We were going for membership rather than
income at this stage.
AF remarked that he could only save items from Ordnance Downloads using
Chrome. A short technical discussion ensued; TP would change the posts to
PDF.
TP had promised a paper on the ‘Big Gun Project’ but had not had time; he
was still looking at how it might be extended to more modern, i.e. breechloading, artillery. He would like to see it being made more user-friendly and
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mentioned that where to look for markings on later British guns was set out in
the official List of Changes c. 1880.
TP had prepared a talk on ‘Super Long-Range Guns of WWI & WWII’ – suitable
for our AGM and Members’ Day.
5. Treasurer’s Report.
GS reported as follows:

Available balance in our Barclays Community A/C Bank stood at: £1,178.37 .
Date
Wed, 29 Apr
20
Mon, 6 Apr 20

Description

Money in

Money out

Balance

PAYPAL

+£28.00

£1,178.37

PAYPAL

+£270.00

£1,150.37

Note: one membership (overpaid £ 3); one sale of Journals.
Balance on 01/05/20 £7,382.89 Business Premium ME Account Barclays Bank
Total funds at 02/05/20 £8561.26
There have been no monies paid out since the November conference.
Anticipated Newsletter outgoings were £2,000 pa. Assuming one Journal
published this calendar year: estimated cost about £1,500 depending on size
etc. Notes: Interest on deposits continues to be minimal. Our major
uncontrollable outgoings continued to be postage costs for both Journal and
Newsletter.
TP was not keen on continuing the use of his PayPal a/c for OS business. He
would ask the Dockyards Society about their society PayPal a/c. There was a
concern about costs to OS; bank transfer was much preferred and now a very
common method of payment but US members have said it can be expensive
for them.
6. Secretary's Report.
NH had been carrying on routine tasks in his role and was considering this
year’s AGM.
It seemed chancy to plan for the suggested date of 2nd August in view of the
situation with Covid-19. It was agreed to work on 1st November if August
proved not to be feasible.
As regards location, NR had suggested London. NG suggested The Vickers
Collection [VMGCRA], Swindon or the Yorkshire Air Museum. The former was
preferred for its several advantages, including reasonable cost. The AGM
would also be a Members’ Day, with short Board Meeting to follow .
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7.

Membership Secretary's Report.
Four new members, one being a life subscription. Total: 158.
It was agreed that the membership form should be changed to include the
question, ‘How did you hear about the Ordnance Society?’
TP asked about the storage of OSJs and N/Ls; they could not be moved at
present due to the restrictions on travel. IM had looked at the stock of
Journals in his garage but not produced his list yet – TP asked him to do so.

8.

Journal Editor’s Report.
CW provided a written report:
Work to produce Volume 27 (2020) is underway. The following papers are in
the pipeline and are likely to be published in Volume 27:










Geoff Smith - Saltpetre: The Soul of Gunpowder
Jonathan Davies - Henry VIII and his Apostles
John Tomkinson - The three reaction regimes of the first artillery propellant:
serpentine
Jonathan Davies - Gun arrows
Terry Gander - Nebelwerfer! German Army WW2 Field Artillery Rockets
Dennis McCarthy - Historic Shipwrecks of the Thousand Islands (from the
NAS/OS Conference in November, 2019)
Yichuan Chen - Scottish engineer and Chinese guns: John Mackenzie and
rifled muzzle-loaders of Kiangnan Arsenal, 1878-1885
Augusto Salgado - A Spanish bronze cannon recovered off Carcavelos,
Portugal (from the NAS/OS Conference in November, 2019)
This means there should be sufficient papers to fill up Volume 27. No date has
yet been set for the publication of Volume 27. The preference is for the last
quarter of 2020.
The Board thanked CW for his report and all his hard work on the Journal.
It was agreed that there was no rush to publish Vol 27 but it should be before
the end of the year. It was discussed whether the printer could distribute the
Journal too; it was agreed to wait until the next Journal was ready and to
decide at time of publication.

9. Newsletter Editor’s Report.
GW - all OK with N/L, but asked for advice on consistency of titles of N/L
articles, particularly with a view to AF indexing. It was considered that altering
or changing an author’s title was well within the N/L Editor’s remit.

10. Visits Secretary's Report.
NG reported that the programme had started very well, two shifts being
required at the Royal Small Arms School. Since then due to Covid-19
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precautions, some visits have been cancelled, some postponed .
11. Publicity Officer’s Report.
NG reported that this was going well but unfortunately we had suffered a
temporary glitch with Facebook, not that the OS was at fault in any way. Our
page is now back up again. NG thanked all who had contributed posts and
looked forward to more!
TP remarked that we should try to keep a balance between the OS
Facebook and our website. TP also spoke on the way forward for a new OS
leaflet; it was agreed that it should be A4 folded twice to make three
[vertical] leaves, in what is now practically the standard format.
TP had made contact after some time, with and old friend [and former OS
member] who, as well as being an ammunition collector, is a graphic
designer: TP would consult him for possible assistance.
He also asked if anyone knew the whereabouts of the Shoeburyness ranges’
trials record book, shewn him by the late Tony Hill. NH suggested that it should
have gone to the Royal Artillery Historical Trust, which was responsible for all
the historical records and artefacts at Shoeburyness.
AF remarked that ‘Ordnance Downloads’ was boosting visits to the OS
website.

12. Any other business.
Nick Reed had sent the following ‘Big Cannon Project’ report:
‘We’ve now launched it across the Facebook group (which has nearly 900
members). There have been quite a few new posts from the Ukraine, USA and
France and we have over 160 records. There seems to be a steady trickle of
new records coming in. I was asked to write an article for the ICOMAM
magazine by Kay Smith and I have written a short piece of about 1,100 words
describing the origins of the project and how the database operates. The
online magazine is distributed worldwide to museum specialists
Following feedback from the OS Board and an OS member we have made
the following changes.
There is now a specific set of guidance notes rather than a link to the 3H
website. This should hopefully increase the consistency of records.
The ‘free text’ fields have been made expandable so people can read them
more easily when viewing a record.
When entering a record, recorders are asked to check to see if there is a
cannon already recorded at that location. If there is they can add photos to
the record but not change the details of the original record. Until we set up a
steering group to review validation of records etc we are reluctant to get into
a Wikipedia situation of records being changed.’
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TP had made some suggestions to NR, as had NH. TP had not looked at the
website recently and asked if any Board members had done so. IM had
formed a favourable opinion; AF thought there was a lot of information on
both the Big Cannon Project’s website and Facebook sites.
It was felt that the use of video conferencing was a success.
13. Date of next meeting.
Sunday 2nd August: either at the end of the AGM and Members’ Day if this takes
place as planned; or the next Board meeting will be another video conference
commencing at 10.00 am subject to circumstances nearer the time.
The meeting closed at 11.35 am .
____________________________________________________________________________________

From Rob Morgan
A Further Note on the German MG
One of my colleagues has shown me a short article by James Holland, the writer
and historian. It appeared in BBC History Magazine, but sadly, I've no date.
Holland comments on the 'myth' of the supremacy of the MG34 and MG42, for
which the claimed rate of fire was 900 and 1,500 rpm. Holland indicates that most
of the standard German ten-man infantry section ended up serving the needs of
the MG. This was because they had to carry six spare barrels as the rate of fire
required frequent barrel changes, infantry manuals, he says, warned against firing
more than 250 rounds without a barrel change, and as there was no quick release
wooden handle, crew members had to don large padded mitts to grasp the redhot barrel. The section members also had to carry spare ammunition belts and
boxes. The guns also took, in the case of the MG34, 150 man-hours, and for the
MG42, 75 man-hours to manufacture. Holland compares these two German MG's
with the Bren gun, and unfavourably.
He suggests that there have long been myths in place where German weaponry is
concerned, and ends by saying 'there has been a quiet revolution going on in
academic circles with regard to the Second World War.'
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From Rob Morgan
What happened to the Guernsey Cannon?
Does anyone know if these guns still exist? Were they returned?
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